
Affidavit of Lawrence PANG
for CRT Dispute No: CS-2020-007170

I, Lawrence Pang am a senior (i.e. over 65 years old). I currently reside at 8123 Comox Loop, Blaine, WA,

98230 USA.

I have personal knowledge of the facts and matters hereinafter set forth and deposed to, except where stated

to be based on information and belief, and where so stated, I believe them to be true.

(1) I am the son of Teck-Soon PANG (Dad) and Wendy PANG (Mom). During their final years, my Mom

and Dad were residents of Little Mountain Place (LMP), a residential care facility operated by Little

Mountain Residential Care & Housing Society (LMRCHS) at 330 East 36th Ave, Vancouver BC, V5W 324.

My Dad resided at LMp from Feb 2015 to Aug 2018. He had moderate dementia and needed prompting by

care aides to do a few things. My Mom resided at LMP from June 2015 to Mar 2019.

(Z) At LMP,I was the appointed the Substitute Decision Maker for both my Dad and Mom. I became a

Member of the LMRCHS (Society) in November, 2018.

(3) My Dad moved into LMp on Feb 4,2015. During his intake process,I provided 4 sheets of information

i".t"ai"g care routine steps/instructions, to the nurse Q.{orma) along with consumable supplies for my Dad to

use with the prompting oithe care team, e.g. electric razor, skin cream, toothpaste,tartar protection mouth

rinse. The care routines outlined how each care task was performed by his care giver(s) when helping my

Dad at home, prior to his moving to LMP. My Dad had moderate dementia. The care routines list steps for a

care aide to prompt my Dad to complete certain tasks, e.g. apply skin crdme on his lower limbs, brush his

teeth, rinse with mouthwash, shave, use the toilet, wash his hands. They were proven steps that worked well

for him when he was cared for at home, and by visiting in-home care aides. I shared these care routines with

the LMp care team as a good "Partner in Care", as encouraged by health authorities. I had asked that such

information be shared with the care team leaders and care aides who take care of Dad. The documents were

placed in his file, and a copy was posted on the wall of his room for reference by care aides.

ia) Over the next four weeks after my Dad's admission into LMP, I noticed that the care tasks were not done

r:egularly or consistently. My Dad had broken-skin scratches and scabs on his lower limbs from his

sciatching areas of drykin b".uuse they itched; his teeth were not brushed regularly; he had bad breathe,

etc. During my regular visits with my Dad, I would speak to his care aides and demonstrate how to perform

the care routines to care aides (as listed on the sheets posted on the wall of his room)' So I won't need to

demonstrate the care routines repeatedly to various care aides,I subsequently made short video clips of how

I performed the 4 care routines, 
-and 

provided the CD disk to the care team leaders, asking that they share it

with the care aides helping my Dad. Each video clip was about 2 to 3 minutes long. Care services for my

Dad continued to be perfoimed inconsistently and irregularly by the various care aides. Several of the care

aides admitted to me that they do not read or pay attention to the Kardex care plan (the resident's profile and

care needs), or the care routines posted on the wall, or knew about or have viewed the video clips. I came to

realizedthat most care aides weie simply not paying attention to the Kardex care plan, or its updates, or the

care routine information sheets (provided on day 1) or the video clips, or following the care routines.

My Dad's regular family doctor (Dr. Kelly Little) made her first visit with Dad at LMP on March 12,2015.

She noticed in" a.y skin conditions, scratches, scabs, poor oral hygiene, etc., and wrote care instructions in

tad's files for the LMp care team to address. { Exhibit #1 : CaseEmail-0(2O15-5-04) } That may have

resulted in some attention being given to those concerns. However, a few weeks later' I noticed that my Dad
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had bleeding gums. I brought him to his dentist on May 7,2015. The dentist filled 4 cavities. That was

uncommon for my Dad, as he has been one who haven't had cavities for several years. { Exhibit #2:

CaseEmail -0(2015-5-22) j Iwas dismayed that he got 4 cavities after three months at LMP. Subsequently,

thr.ee more cavities were filled and one loose tooth with cavities fell off before my Dad passed away'

(5) over the next year or so, during my regular visits with my Dad (and Mom), when I notice deficiencies in

his care, I had to continue to repeatedly urge the care team leaders to focus on one or more of the four

essential care tasks that care aides need to do, to prompt my Dad to perform. I had prioritize the number of

essential care tasks to four: teeth brushing (3 mins), applying skin cream (3 mins), shaving (2 mins), and

peeing-toileting (3-10 mins). { Exhibit #3: CaseEmail-0(2016-6-2) } Whenever I bring up concerns about

ihe inconsistency in care services rendered to my Dad, to the care team leaders and/or Director of Care,

excuses/reasons were always cited for why such inadequate level of care services happened, and have

continued, e.g. no time, laci of funding, shortage of staff, new staff, rotation of care aides who were not

familiar with Dad's care needs, things cannot be the same as being cared for at home. I had to continue to

encourage and prompt care aides to provide the needed care services to my Dad, by providing verbal

feedback, by demonstrating the routines to various new care aides, and offering reminders when the same

concerns and issues continue to be raised again and again. It was as though I am expected to check whether

care aides are doing their job and doing it properly. Reporting deficiencies in care services to the care team

supervisors or Director of Cu." often increase the level of distrust between care aides and myself.

i6) When deficiencies and concerns in care services were reported, care team leaders will usually deploy

fixes that were reactionary in nature, e.g. remind the care aide(s) to perform the tasks. Unfortunately, such

fixes are temporary. It was usual for the same concern/issue to arise again in a couple of weeks or so after

the care team (leaders) claim that a "fix" has been done. Not all care aides were made aware of the situation

or the fix, especially the casual and temporary staff and those care aides rotated from other floors/wings who

do not knowmy Dad's care needs. Usually within a week or so, the fix - "reminders" are forgotten. Or,

there will be reasons and excuses for care aides to not perform the care tasks, e.g. saying that my Dad was

uncooperative (e.g. when a care aide insists on brushing his teeth for him, when all Dad needed was to be

prompied); that they don't have time; that they also have to attend to the care needs of 6 or 7 other residents.

if"rr"L, the same issue(s) and concern(s) would arise again and again. Care aides would attend to requests

and complaints. Often, ih" 
"u." 

team functions into a reactionary fire-fighting mode, dealing with one

request/complaint and/or one crisis after another'

(7) The.,Kardex care plan" for a resident was really like a resident's profile, e.g. the resident's physical and

mental condition, abiliiies and inabilities, etc.. Not enough is noted about what needs to be done for the

r.. sident, when or how. Hence, the actual care services rendered to a resident were left to the discretion and

decisions of individu al care aides. Many care aides admit that they do not read or update themselves on the

resident,s.,care plan", even when they do not know the resident. The "Kardex care plan" does not tell or

help care aides to do what is necessary for each resident. Often, care aides were left to do what they can,

however way they know how, whenever they see fit. The work approach to provide care services to each

resident is not guided by a task list. Little to no oversight is performed by care team supervisors to ensure

that all residents get the specific care services that each resident needed, when they need them. Inevitably,

residents whose family members visit more regularly may get more attention because family members will

ask and remind .ur. uid", to do things, while tiying not to seem ungrateful. Meanwhile, other residents who

do not have anyone to visit or advocate for them may get less attention. The revised "care plan" document,

called the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) form for each resident, first released in oct / Nov 2019, still only

captures the resident's profiie. 1 rxniuit #4:2019-11-Peek-ADL.pdf ) Because inforrnation on this form

does not specifically til care aiies what care services to provide to a resident, when to do it or how to do it,
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care aides continue to do what they feel was necessary, whenever or in however way they see fit.

(8) For a couple of years or so, I had subtly suggested to the Director of Care (DoC) and care team leaders
(Assistant Director of Care, LPN's) that the systemic defects in the work approach, the work process and the
service culture, can easily be improved to empower and enable care aide to provie quality, regular and
consistent care services to my Dad. It's by using a checklist of tasks. The Senior Operations Leader (SOL-
Jen Selman) then ask that I need to submit a Complaint Form (on Apr 25,2018) { Exhibit #5: CaseEmail-
1(2018-04-25).pdf ) if I wish for the DoC to continue further discussions to address my long-standing
concerns. My Complaint was really a request to use a checklist of a few tasks that care aides need to do

"cgularly and consistently for my Dad, and to make sure the tasks are completed successfully. It is a solution
approach that will alleviate my concerns about my Dad not getting the needed care regularly and
consistently. When a more structured and disciplined work approach is used with oversight, residents can
get the care services they need.

(9) For 3 months, up to July 25,20I9,I followed the in-house "complaint" ptocess. Three months was too

long, when the Residential Care Regulation (Sec 60 - Dispute Resolution) requires LMP to "... establish a

fair, prompt and ffictive process for persons in care and their parents or representatives, fantily members
and contact persons to express a concern, make a complaint or resolve a dispute" and. "... ensure that all
complaints, concerns and disputes are responded to promptly." {
https:lwww.Uctaws.go )
In meetings and discussions with the Director of Care (DoC -Sital Dhillon-Randhawa) and the Assistant

Director of Care (aDoC - Maricel Morella) to address my Complaint, there were pushback on why the

suggested work approach wouldn't work (e.g. care aides have no time to read/follow the care routines) and

certain things couldn't be done (e.g. no resources for oversight). There were excuses and reasons for why my

request could not be met, e.g. not enough time/staff. The Senior Operations Leader (SOL) Jen Selman, and

i,ie Director of Care (DoC) had even suggested to me, that since they cannot meet my expectations, my

option would be to move my Dad to another care facility, or I can take care of my parents at home. After 3

months, the DoC closed the "Complaint" file by concluding that they cannot meet my expectations.

(10) Then, at the suggestion of the DoC, I escalated my concerns to the Patient Care Quality Office (PCQO)

at Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) on July 30,2078. The PCQO's final report on Aug 26,2018, essentially

condoned the LMP efforts to resolve the complaint as being sufficient, i.e. efforts have been made to discuss

and find an agreeable resolution to the Complaint. And that was all that LMP needed to do. I appealed its

conclusions by escalating it to the PCQ Review Board. The PCQ Review Board issued its report on Nov 7,

2019, about ayear later. It recommended that the operations leader ensure that it follows its daily care

record keeping policy. Recording what care services are rendered by a care aide will not ensure that my Dad

would get care services regularly and consistently to meet his care needs. There was no directive from the

PCQ Review Board to LMP, to ensure that the proper care services be rendered regularly and consistently to

meet the care needs of residents, or to ensure that care tasks are completed successfully. I shared the PCQ

Review Board's report and my disappointment with VCH Licensing, and the Minister of Health, via the
\.Iinistry's Patient and Client Relations department. { Exhibit #6: CaseEmail-11(Dec2,2019)MoH-PCR.pdf }
i did not get any acknowledgement or response for them.

(11) I find the "Complaint" process was long and tedious. Meanwhile, my Dad continued to take the brunt

of the delays, i.e. the status quo was maintained while the complaint process was underway. My Dad passed

away atLMP on Aug 16, 2078, about 15 months before the complaint process completed its course. I have

retained a substantial amount of documentation (emails, etc.). I don't believe it is fair for family members to

have to go through such a protracted complaint and lengthy escalation process, just to find out that no
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authority (e.g. healthcare authorities, licensing, regulators, Ministry of Health) can or are willing to do

anything to ensure that care services are rendered regularly and consistently to meet the individual care needs

of a resident. The complaint process does not serve the needs of family members or residents in a timely

manner. I believe it is a broken process. It was frustrating, and simply a waste of time and effort for me as a

family members, particularly when it seems like eventually, no one will make any effort to address and fix

the systemic defects and deficiencies in delivery care services. The status quo is maintained. I know many

family members at LMP have not bothered to make an effort to go through the Complaint process.

(12) In the three and a half years that my Dad was at LMP, I know that many other family members of

residents at LMP had similar care issues and concerns about the inconsistent and irregular care services, and

about the residents' safety. I know of at least two other family members who had escalated their concerns to

the PCQO and VCH. Yet, no real improvements have been made to the care service culture, the care

delivery approach or the work process at LMP to resolve their issues once and for all. Many family

mcmbers and residents feel very vulnerable, and are fearful of speaking up, for fear of retaliation'

(i3) In early 2018,I was encouraged by two family members (KH, GY) who were current Society members,

one of whom was also a former member of the LMRCHS Board of Directors, to work with them to start up

the LMP Family Council (FC) again. So, in March 20|8,the LMP Family Council was established by a

group of volunteer family members to assist/support and advocate for other family members. The Steering

Committee of the Family Council designated me to be the Chair of the FC'

(14) The Family Council is an independent group of volunteer family members serving to provide a

coliective and unified voice for residents and their family members on residential care matters, to assist the

care team and management to improve the quality of care, safety, wellness and the quality of life for

residents. { Exhibit #7: LMP-FamilyCouncil-ToR.pdf - Family Council Terms of Reference }

( l5) After the Family Council started up, as the FC Chair, I heard from and spoke to many family members

and residents of LMP, and reviewed their issues and concerns. I came to realize that the challenges and

iss,_res I had faced was not at all unique. There is an overall common denominator in the family members'

Doncerns and issues. The family members' biggest concern is that proper care is not being provided

, r:gularly and consistently to meet the care needs of residents. If this concern can be addressed and

resotvea, ALL residents will benefit. The Family Council agreed that the initial efforts of the FC will be to

urge and support the LMP operations leader to resolve the systemic problem and issues; i.e. fix the defects in

the work approach, processes and service culture.

(16) The root cause of this problem is the absence of a more structured and disciplined work approach to

deliver care services to residents. Most of the issues/concerns raised can be attributed to a seemingly ad-hoc

work approach, where different care aides will render different types, quality and quantity of services, at

differeni times, depending on their perception of a resident's care needs, or when they are asked and/or when

they receiv. r.qrr.itr/.omplaints from family members to provide a specific service. Without a task oriented

care plan for each resideni indicating what care services are to be provide, when and how, the quality of

service is highly dependent on the care aides on duty and how well they know the residents' needs. This

modus op".andi exists primarily because the Kardex Care Plan is not read, not understood, and/or not heeded

by care tlam members, especially care aides who are casuals or temporary. Care issues and problems are

exacerbated when care staff are rotated from other floors/wings, when they are unfamiliar with the residents

or their care needs. As such, care aides will use their own discretion to do whatever, whenever and however

riiey feel was necessary to care for residents.
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(17) Starting from March 20I8,I have had many meetings to convey and discuss the family members'

concerns and issues about the proper care, wellness and safety of LMP residents, with various Board

members, the LMP's Senior Operations Leader (SOL), the Director of Care (DoC) and, subsequently the

:eplacement for the SOL, the Society's Executive Director (ED) Angela Millar, as a family member, a

:nember of the LMP Family Council (FC), and as a Society member.

(18) At my first meeting on March 21,2018 with the SOL, she was adamant that the FC should not be

involved with operational issues; that the FC do not deal with individual complaints; that the FC should not

analyze root causes, advocate or assist family members to communicate concerns/issues with the care team

or leaders. She was not supportive of the "Partner-in-Care" philosophy promoted by VCH to encourage

family members to contribute/participate in care planning and support of the care team, to care for residents.

She was not receptive to any suggested solution strategies, and thought I was trying to tell her how to do her

job. I shared highlights of these meetings from my contemporaneous notes with the Family Council.

(i9) After having five (5) meetings over a three month period with the SOL and not seeing any steps being

iaken to make improvements, the Family Council submitted a report (the Family Council's 1" Report to LMP

Management on June 20,2018) during a FC meeting with the LMP leadership and a Board member (Judy

Kelly) { Exhibit #8:2018-06-20-FC-1st Report.pdf }

i20) This Report includes highlights of the family members' key issues and concerns, their root causes,

suggestions oia solution straiegy and an implementation approach to resolve the family members' biggest

,oii.rn once and for all. The iamily members' biggest concern is that care services are not being provided

regularly or consistently to meet the care needs of all residents (at LMP) . It is a systemic problem that

wi'uld require fixing the defects and deficiencies in the care system - the work approach, processes and

service 
"ultr." 

at LMp. A solution strategy is to introduce a more structured and disciplined work approach.

using a task oriented check-list to enable and empower care aides to provide regular and consistent care

services and to ensure the wellness and safety of all LMP residents. It was estimated that it may take two

months or so to implement. Gradually, all residents will be set up with a task-oriented care plan to meet their

unique care needs, and all care aides will have the discipline to follow the care plan to provide the services

needed by each resident.

(21) For the next 3 months after submitting the FC Report (June 20, 2018), the LMP SOL decided not to

meet with the Family Council. Meanwhile, no definitive action was taken by the SOL or the Board to

address or resolve the family members' biggest concern. Requests for meetings with the SOL and the Board

to resume the meetings with the FC, ur pt.uiourly committed, and my offers to elaborate on and clarify the

FC Report, were met with excuses/reasons to delay/defer any such meetings. The FC was simply being

;rtone-walled, dismissed and given the "silent treatment"'

(22) Atthe Family Council meetings in August and September 2018, FC members were encouraged by two

iong+ime Society members, one of who.n *ur also a previous member of the Board, to become a member of

the-Society. Society members may have opportunities to provide input and supporl the Society's purpose,

aim and otjectives, which may include impioving the operations of its facilities, furthering the causes of the

Society, and lowering the risks and liabilities of the Society. The Society's Annual General Meeting (AGM)

was scheduled on sei t s, z0rg. As in previous years, and in the Society's letter to members announcing the

AGM 201g, on. 
"un 

b."ome a member ty submitting a membership application, even at start of the AGM,

and be able to attend and participate. { Exhibit #9: 2018-08-15-MembershipRenewal.png } I submitted my

Society membership application forrn a few days prior to the AGM 201 8, along with about l5 other Family

Council members, who were also family members of residents at LMP'
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(23) Acouple of days or so before the AGM, I received a telephone call message from the Society's

Executive Assistant (EA) Barbara Stafford, reminding me of the AGM and asking if I will be attending the

AGM (i.e. an RSVP). I returned the call and confirmed that I will be attending.

e$ Onthe date of the AGM (Sep 18, 2018), I showed up at the meeting venue. So did 16 of the other

iamily Council members who had submitted their membership applications. In the process of registering to

attendthe meeting, the Board President (Steve Hui) advised me (and subsequently, each of the other Family

Colncil members) that my membership application (and those of the other FC members) will not be

orocessed until the next scheduled Board meeting in November 2018, i.e. I am not yet a Society member.
\\'hile I can attend the meeting as a "guest" (observer), I cannot speak or participate in the meeting. During

the AGM, the Board President announced that membership applications are only reviewed and approved at

scheduled Board meeting. Board meetings are usually scheduled once every two months. The dates of the

Board meetings are posted on the Society's website.

(25) The Board had heard that several Family Council (FC) members who were also family members of

iesidents at LMp, had submitted their membership applications and were going to attend the AGM 2018.

The Board knew about the Family Council l't Report to LMP Management (of June 20, 2018). The Board

had not addressed the FC Report- The Board had not accepted any of my invitations to review, clarify and

elaborate on the FC Report. 1t would have provided the Board with enough information, so that the Board

u,ill know how to guide the operations management team to address it. The FC had received the "silent

treatment,'from the Board and the SOL for the past three months. The Board's decision to not review and

approve the membership applications of family members at the AGM was intended to prevent the FC

members from speakinf 
"p 

-or 
participating at the AGM. The family members wanted to raise their concerns

and submit a petltion to urge the Board to require the SOL to resolve the family members' biggest concern.

The Board did not want to hear any of the FC's concerns/issues at the AGM, or have any of that recorded in

;r-.e AGM minutes. Even the SOL did not attend the AGM to present her report.

(26) I believe the Board discriminated against these members primarily because they were also Family

Council members, and family members of residents at LMP. Family members who are Society members are

not treated equally like other Society members.

(27) Near the end of the AGM 2018 meeting, a long-time Society member made a motion, which was

seconded by another Society member. The motion was to urge the Board to address the concerns and issues

in the family Council 1', Report to Management (June 20,2018). A Petition to the Board signed by about

25 family members was going to be submitted. The Petition urges the Board to act urgently to address

concerns stated in the famitytouncil's l" Report to LMP Management (June 20,2018) and commit to make

quality of care a top priority. Recognizing that both of these Society members were also Family Council

-.-b"rr, 
and one was stili a family member of a resident at LMP, a Board director Bob Breen, quickly

moved to adjourn the meeting. It was seconded by Kate Parisotto, another Board member and the motion

was quickly carried to end the meeting. This was done even before any discussion of the motion ever

started. The Board denied the Society members'rights to speak at the AGM'

(2g) Besides the.,guests" who attended the AGM, there were only 2 Society members attending who were

not Board or ex-Board members or new Board members that were approved. Even though the Board had

enough votes to not allow the motion to be carried, the Board members intentionally adjourned the meeting

to deny two Society members the right to be heard. I believe the Board's refusal to accept membership

applications submiited prior to the AGM, or at the AGM, was to intended to suppress those family members

fro.r, speaking at the AGM. The AGM2O18 minutes (released at AGM 2019) did not even record the motion

made or that it was seconded by a second Society member. At the AGM 2079, this event was discussed. A
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motion was passed by a majority vote of Society members to amend the minutes of the AGM 201 8 to
document that the meeting was adjourned immediately after a Society member's motion was seconded by
another Society member.

(29) Ms Sarah Jordan, Director, Residential Care and Assisted Living, of Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH)
had also attended the AGM 2018 as a "guest". After the AGM 2018 meeting ended, I met and spoke with
Sarah Jordan about the Family Council's unsuccessful efforts to urge the Board to act on the FC report, to
require the SOL to address and resolve the family members' biggest concern. I asked her to assist/intervene.
She had been familiar with another family member's complaint about ayear before that resulted in the
replacement of the LMP Senior Administrator and an operations leader. Family members' issues and
concerns haven't changed much since.

(30) After the AGM 2018,I was advised that Ms. Sarah Jordan will be chairing a meeting on Oct 3, 2018
',vith the Family Council, LMP leaders, Board representatives and VCH representatives attending. { Exhibit
' I 0: 2018-10-05-EmailSarahJordan.pdf )

(3 1) Before the Oct 3, 2018 FC meeting with the LMP leaders, et al, I had requested for and subsequently
had an unofficial meeting on Oct 10, 2018 with another Board member to discuss the FC concerns. { Exhibit
#1 1: 2018-10-01-Email-RoyFalletta.pdf ) { Exhibit #12: 2018-10-1O-MtgwithRoyF.pdf } As usual,
acknowledgements, sympathies and assurances by the Board member were offered. Three months after
issuing the FC l't Report to LMP Management, most Board members still did not know about the Repolt,
have seen or have read the report. A copy of the Family Council 1" Report to LMP Management (June 20,
2018) was provided to this Board member. There was no Board actions taken as an outcome to this
unofficial meeting, to address and resolve the key issues and concerns.

(32) On Oct 3,2018, the Family Council met with LMP leaders, Board representatives and VCH
representatives. { Exhibit #I3:2018-10-12-MtgwithlMP.pdf } At that Oct 3,2018 meeting (and also at the
three subsequent meetings in Oct 22, Nov 26,2018, and Jan24,2019) with Board representatives and LMP
operations leaders, the Board maintained that they do not meddle with operations; that the FC should also not
he meddling with operational matters; that the FC's role should not include advocating for family members
and residents; and, that the FC Report contents are outside the role or responsibility of the FC. Since the FC
concerns/issues are related to the quality of care services, safety and wellness of the residents, they are
deemed operational in nature. Hence, the Board and SOL felt justified in not addressing the FC Report.

(33) At these leadership meetings, I noticed how the main issues (from the FC Reports) were being side-
stepped, and little if anything was going to be done by the Board and LMP operations leaders to resolve the
main issues (in the FC Report). Even the draft minutes to the meeting issued by the SOL would omit
important and key points made by the FC members that were material to the discussions. { Exhibit #14:
2018-10-03-MeetingMinutes.pdf ) The inconsistencies in the minutes were explained away as being just

assumptions of what they thought they had heard. Revisions/corrections to the draft minutes provided in my
email to the SOL were never made. { Exhibit #15: 2018-10-03-MeetingMinutesRevisions.pdf }

(34) At the 2"d and subsequent meetings, the Board rep (Bob Breen) and LMP leaders continued to question

the FC's advocacy role (as stated in the FC Terms of Reference) and continued suggesting that the FC (or

;nembers) should not be advocating (e.g. assisting or supporting) family members and residents to resolve

;.,rsues/concerns unless there is a formal representation agreement in place. The Board member (Bob Breen)

even tried to replace the FC Terms of Reference with a draft watered-down FC Term of Reference that did

not show an advocacy role for FC, and it also required the FC to report to the SOL; i.e. the FC should serve
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at the pleasure of and be a subordinate of the SOL. That is contrary to guidelines issued by various
government and industry bodies, e.g. the BC Ministry of Health, BC Interior Health, BC Care Providers'
Association, Vancouver Island Association of Family Councils. I believe the Board may just want the FC to
erist at LMP just so it can get a check mark when they are seeking accreditation.

(35) The FC members had typed simultaneous notes and submitted their notes to the SOL and requested that
the SOL's version of the minutes be amended. None of the minutes of the (4) meeting(s) with the
Board/SOL leaders issued by the SOL were ever revised, finalized or approved. The SOL suggested that
there should be two sets of minutes kept for the meetings. The FC was interested in keeping more complete
records of the discussions.

(36) There were commitments made by the Board at these and other meetings that were not usually honored.
For instance,"The Board of Directors have contmitted to have one Board member present at the Family
Council meetings". { Exhibit #16: 2018-10-22-MeetingMinutes.pdf } The Family Council usually meets
monthly. Only once (on Feb 10,2019) did a Board member (William Fung) attend a Family Counci.
meeting. He assured the FC that he will bring up issues discussed with the Board, but he cannot promise
that anything will be done. The minutes of that meeting were sent to him via the Board President (on Feb 16,
2019) for the Board to address. I do not know of any follow-up action(s) taken by the Board to address or
;esolve the issues listed (in the minutes). { Exhibit#17: 2019-02-10-FCMtgMins.pdf } Nothing has ever
r;sulted from these meetings with Board members or the SOL; i.e. no definitive actions were taken to change
or improve the work approach, process, service culture, etc., to resolve the family members' biggest concern.

(37) On January 2,2079, a Family Council Report to the Board was submitted by email to the Board, via
the Board President. { Exhibit #18:2019-01-02-LettertoBoard.pdf } { Exhibit #19: 2019-01-02-
FCReporttoBoard.pdf ) In response to this FC Report, a Board member (RF) met "for coffee" (i.e.
informally) with the FC Co-Chair (MC) and asked for a list of problems and issues that (specific) residents
were experiencing. { Exhibit #20: 2019-01-11-ResponsefromRoy.pdf } On behalf of the FC, I had agreed in
my initial meeting (on March 2I,2018) with the SOL that the FC will not deal with individual residents'
issues, complaints, problems, etc., and to only bring up "global" issues to LMP management that affect all
residents. That was why only high level concerns and issues were raised in the FC l't Reporl to LMP
Management. Yet, the Board member (RF) had asked for a list of individual complaints/issues that family
members and residents were currently experiencing from the FC, so that they can have LMP Management
address/resolve each one of them. This has been the Board's and LMP Management's approach to deal with
issues; i.e. fix each issue/concern only if and when they are raised by individual family member/resident.

(38) The LMP Management will usually address issues only when complaints are made. Those family
members or residents who dare not speak up may never get similar problems/issues addressed or resolved.
The "fix" is usually to tell the Care Aides about the complaint and have the care aide(s) take certain remedial
action(s) for that specific resident. In this complaint-driven work culture, family members andlor residents
who complained become known by the care team as complainers and they are prone to experience
retaliation. Moreover, it is common that the same issues / problems, fixed for a specific resident, will usually
arise again, a week or so later. This occurs often because the instructions have not been conveyed to all
other care aides, not written down, or not read or followed by other care aides who tend to the resident.
Without providing sufficient oversight of care aides to ensure that they complete tasks successfully, family
members are relegated to oversee the care team's efforts (when they are on site visiting residents) and feel
despondent having to bring up the same problems, concerns/issues repeatedly.

(39) After the end of the January 24,2019 FC meeting with LMP leaders and Board representatives, I
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invited the Chair of the Board's Quality Improvement and Risk Management (QIRM) Committee (Ginger

Brown) to go up to a resident's floor/wing, to do an informal "process audit" by talking briefly with any care

aide(s) serving any specific resident(s), on any floor/wing, as suggested in my Jan 1 1 ,2019 letter to the

Board, so that she can get a better sense of reality. { Exhibit 2I:2019-01-11-LettertoBoard.pdf } By asking

what care tasks each care aide does, when, how, etc., for a particular resident(s), and hearing that different

care aides will respond differently to the same question, it will clearly illustrate the irregularity and

lnconsistency of care service being rendered to resident(s). GB declined to do the informal process audit.

t'a0) The Family Council 2"d Report to LMP Management (Jan24,2019) was submitted to LMP

ilranagement and Board representatives at the Jan 24,2019 meeting with the Family Council. It was also

sent by email to all Board members on January 26,2019 with a covering letter. { Exhibit #22: 2019-01-26-

LettertoBoard.pdf ) { Exhibit#23 2019-01-24-FC-2"d Report.pdf } { Exhibit#24: 2019-01-29-Email to

Chair SH.pdf )

(41) On Jan27,20Ig,the Board Chair requested to have a "brief chat" with me. He wanted to be clear

about what the FC is really asking for. It seems the Board Chair has not understood the FC Reports, and yet,

the Board has repeatedly declined my many offers to meet with the Board, to review, elaborate and clarify

the Reports. Some Board members have been led to believe that the family members' biggest concern

doesn't really exists. Even the Chair of the QIRM Committee (Ginger Brown) did not seem to understand

the "global" nature of the family members' biggest concern. She had believed the concerns and issues in the

FC Reports was a one-time thing. She suggested (at the meeting on Jan 24,2079) that we don't want to go

backwards (i.e. deal with the FC lst Report); we want to go forward - urging the FC to put the past behind

us and move forward. She asked the FC for a list of current concerns and issues of family members.

':.2) The Board has not provided adequate oversight of the management of the LMP operations. They

srmply just accept the SOL's reports and believe the VCH metrics indicating that LMP was doing fine

because there were 50% less falls reported, and there were fewer complaints (forms submitted), hence, the

care services must be good. The Board did not take the time to investigate or verify the Family Council

Reports or understand the nature of the family members'biggest concern.

(43) After the January 24,2019 meeting, no further meetings with the leadership was scheduled in February

or March 2019, as was promised/committed to at the Oct22,2019 meeting. The Board had issued a public

statement (to staff, residents and families) on Feb 22,2019 that the SOL will be replaced. That means it will

be at least another two months or more of delays before the family members' biggest concern will be

addressed. { Exhibit #25: 2019-02-22-Message from BoD.pdf } It mean the residents will continue to take

the brunt of the delays every day that the Board ignores family members'concerns. That doesn't seem to

matter to the Board or the operations leaders. Society members were not given any information/notice about

this change in the Society's leadership governance structure prior to or after the decisiot't/statement was

released to the public.

rr.!4) After about five weeks more of little to no communication with the SOL or Board, I sent an email to

Sarah Jordan, asking for her intervention again. { Exhibit #26: 2019-03-01-AppealtoSarah.pdf }

(45) On Feb 28, 20Ig,I submitted an email to the Board President requesting copies of certain Society

documents and minutes of Board meetings. Eventually, the Board agreed (during a board meeting on March

lg,z11g)to allow me to view redacted Board minutes, provided that I pay the lawyer's hourly fee to redact

the documents before the minutes can be released. The Board's reason for doing this was " ... to protect the

Society andfollow due diligence:' { Exhibit #27: 20l9-03-21-EmailSteveHui..pdf } When I asked how
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lnuch that would cost, the response was that an estimate cannot be provided of how long it will take or how
much it will cost. The Society charging me such costs to view/inspect or get copies of Board minutes was
not in accordance with the Societies Act. { Div 2 - Society Records, sec 24 & 27 \ Nevertheless, the Board
had the last say again.

(46) So, after 8 months of not acting on the Family Council 1't Report to LMP Management, the SOL and
Board suspended all meetings with the Family Council, even though commitments had previously made to
have regular meetings.

(47) The SOL (Jen Selman) was one of about five operational leaders at LMP who were contracted
management personnel from Providence Health Care (PHC), to have left (replaced) over a six year period,
some for reasons related to performance. Nevertheless, the Board seems to have a different sense of reality;
the minutes of the Board meeting { Exhibit #28: 2019-05-21-BoD-Minutes-1.pdf } noted the "... successful
partnership between LMRCHS and Providence over the past 6 years." and " ... is happy that Providence
q:td LMRCHS are able to part on good terms."

(48) Three weeks after the new Executive Director (ED), Angela Millar joined the Society, the Farnily
Council met with her on May 1, 2019. { Exhibit #29: 2019-05-01-MtgwithED.pdf } She assured the FC
that she is aware of the FC reports and the family members' biggest concern. However, she was clear that
she had to first plan to address matters about the organization and staff, e.g. to conduct satisfaction surveys
for residents, family members and staff, develop a communication plan, publish a regular newsletter, hold
staff recognition events and a family-resident BBQ, do risk assessment, develop an operations plan, budget,
and make quality improvements: staff will get more education, be held accountable, and assistance provided
to staff who underperform. The project to assess the admission (intake) process will take 6 months. This
meant efforts on any resolution of the family members biggest concern will be delayed again, for at least six
months or more. The ED evaded making any commitment about what will be done or estimate when
definitive actions will be taken to ensure that consistent and regular care will be provided to meet the specific
needs of residents. She told the Family Council that regular meetings with Board representatives and
operations leaders will no longer take place, despite commitments made (at the Oct22,2018 meeting) that
rneetings with Board representatives and operations leaders will be held with the Family Council in,Ianuary,
r:ebruary and March 2019, and then every second month afterwards. Those promises were not honored
after the January 2019 meeting. The ED did not follow-up with the FC on any of the Action Items agreed to
at the May 1, 2019 meeting. The ED did not commit to address or resolve the family members' biggest
concern. As usual, the FC will hear reassuring words and promises from LMP leaders and the Board, and
then nothing happens. { Exhibit #30: 2019-05-17-EmailfromED.pdf }

(a9) The next meeting the FC had with the ED was on June 10, 2019. At this and at subsequent meetings,
the discussions were again about things other than to take steps to address and resolve the issue in the Family
Council report. { Exhibit #31 2019-06-1O-FcMtgwithED.pdf } The ED pressured the FC to stop
distributing the Helpful Information for Family Members (HIFM) booklet to family members if the FC
wanted to continue to have meetings with her. { Exhibit #32: LMP-FamilyCouncil-HIFM-V3*2 } Access
by the FC to the use the photocopier was also terminated immediately. Some FC mernbers believe that the
ED should be given a chance, and be given some time to address the issues/problems. Meanwhile, the FC
complied with her wishes to stop sharing the HIFM booklet, just to be able to continue meeting with her. At
subsequent FC meetings with the ED (July 24,2019 onwards), FC members did not bring up the matter
:rbout resolving the family members biggest concern (re: the Family Council Reports), just to stay on the
ED's good side, for fear that the ED will again threaten to discontinue meeting with the FC. { Exhibit #33:
2019-07-24-FCMtgwithED.pdf ) { Exhibtt#34: 2019-08-28-FCMtgwithED.pdf } { Exhibit#35:2019-
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10-1s-LMPFCMtgAgenda.pdf ) The Family Council had to give up advocating for ALL residents to get

regular and consistent care, in order to maintain a dialog with the ED. Those residents who do not have a

family member(s) or representative(s) who visits them, advocate for them or speak on their behalf, are left to

fend for themselves. Many residents are too vulnerable to speak up, for fear of retaliation. They simply
'lrirv€ to continue accepting whatever care and services they can get. It turned out that more than a year later,

tire ED still have not addressed or commit to resolve the family members'biggest concern once and for all.

The tactic seems obvious: just continue to defer addressing the family members' biggest concern, i.e. just

wait for the outspoken family members to give up, or go away when their loved ones (residents) depart from

the facility. Meanwhile, the ED can claim they made some efforts (e.g. meeting to appease family members,

training the staff, etc.) and that will be enough, particularly when such efforts are considered as sufficient

and are found to be acceptable by the PCQO.

(50) A Member Proposal was submitted on July 16, 2079, requesting the Board to call an Extraordinary

General Meeting (EGM), to have the general membership vote on several resolutions, including realignment

of the Board's priorities (to focus on the wellness, proper services and safety of residents), and revisions to

bylaws, that will provide the foundation for resolving several of the members' concerns. The Board

responded on July 23,2019 by asking the signatories for a I -hour private informal non-decision making

meeting with some Board members and the ED "... to hear your concerns ntorefully".The same concerns

and suggested resolutions have been expressed in many meetings with various Board members, the SOL and

the ED since April 2018, i.e. for more than ayear. The Board members, the SOI- and ED had made

ccnsoling and appeasing words and promises during those previous meetings, e.g. the 4 meetings the FC had

with the ieadership, the Town Hall meeting on Aug 26,2019. However, the outcomes of those meetings

have never been about the Board, SOL or ED taking definitive steps to address and resolve the family

members' concerns once and for all.

(51) Due to other commitments, some key signatories of the Member Proposal were not available for the

iequested meeting on the suggested day and time of the meeting. A board member (Bob Breen, who has

been the Board's representative in leadership meetings with the FC) then mistakenly shared his bias with

other Board members and a few Society members, when he ask if this Member Proposal was a "vendetta". {

Exhibit #36: 20Ig-07-26-LMRCHS.pdf ) The Board then engaged the Society lawyer to find a legal

technicality to invalidate the Member Proposal, to enable the Board to justify their refusal to accept the

Members iroposal. { Exhibit #37: 2019-07-30-EmailfromBdChr.pdf } The first reason given to invalidate

the Member proposal was that less than 10% of the members signed the Member Proposal. This was

subsequently debunked and admitted by the Board. The lawyer also claimed that the total number of

characters for all the resolutions cannot exceed the 200 characters limit. { Exhibit #38: 2019-07-31-

i lG.yeung.pDF ) Society members are not usually equipped or have access to financial or legal resources

to challenge such opinions and still get it resolved on a timely basis. Hence, the Board had its way again.

{ Exhibit #39: 2019-08-01-Emailtolawyer.pdf }

(52) Since the Board decided to consider the Member Proposal as invalid and refused to call an EGM,

Society members called an EGM (on Aug 31,2019) by issuing a notice of the meeting (on Aug 16,2019) to

all Society members, the Board, the lawyer, and the auditor. { Exhibit #40: 2019-08-16-

EGMNoticetoSocMembers.pdf ) The Board responded by calling a public "Town Hall" meeting for family

members and residents, to hear from them, i.e. disparaging the Family Council and Society members. The

Board stated that .. . "This meeting will not constitute an fficial business nteeting ... and no decisions will

be made,,. At the Town Hall meeting, a Board member (Bob Breen) stated that according to the Society by-

laws, Society and family members do NOT have rights (or a voice) on operational matters. This was also

noted in the Town Hall Summary document released by the Board. { Exhibit #41 2019-08-26-
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TownHallMeetingSummary.pdf ) It appears that for that reason, the Board had always felt justified rn

dismissing/ignoring the famiiy members' concerns in the past, because their concerns are deemed operational

in nature. Assurances, conciliatory words and some commitments were expressed at the Town Hall meeting'

To be more transparent, the Board agreed to allot 15 minutes at the beginning of Board meetings to hear

family members and residents, but not Society members or Family Council members. The Board has again

disparaged and trivialized Society members and Family Council members.

(53) On the afternoon of Aug 30,2079,the day before the EGM, the Board President sent an email

lnnouncement with incorrect information, advising all Society members that the meeting was not legitimate.

,rnd the Board will not be bound by the votes/resolutions passed from that meeting. The Board President

irad falsely stated that the required 14 days advanced notice was not provided, as required by the Societies

Act. I requested that the Board President send a retraction of the incorrect information to all Society

members. It was not done. The Board President subsequently acknowledged the error and apologized to me

by email on the day for the EGM. { Exhibit #42: 2019-08-3l-EcMemailfrom BdChair.pdf }

(54) The Board Chair and three other Board members attended the EGM (on Aug 31,2019) to read a

statement to reiterate that the EGM was called without authority and the Board will not be bound by the

results of the votes. 32 Society members and,4 Board members attended the EGM, out of approximately 115

Society members. Members attending that EGM passed all the resolutions by a vast majority. Nevertheless,

the Board refused to accept the results of the members'vote on those special resolutions. Again, the Board

got the last say.

(55) After the Board had invalidated the Member Proposal (submitted on July 16,2019) and refused to call

an EGM, the same resolutions (plus 2 new ones) were resubmitted on Sep 10,2079, each as individual

\4ember proposals. Each had less than 200 characters, and each was signed by the requisite 100/o nur-nber of

members. These Member proposals were again ignored by the Board citing a technicality, that it was too

late for inclusion in the AGM. The Board did not bother to schedule another EGM for these resolutions, or

include them in an upcoming EGM on Sep 23,2019.

(56) On Sep 1g, 20lg,two Member Proposals were submitted, each with a special resolution, comprising

less than 200 characters and signed by the requisite 10%o number of members. The first of these two

resolutions was to remove the (new) Board President (Bob Breen) and the QIRM Committee Chair (Ginger

Brown) from the Board directorship. { Exhibit#43:2019-11-13-EmailtoSM-EGMNovl5.pdf } They have

been on the Board since AGM 2017 (Sep 19,2017). After two years of their inaction to address and resolve

the family members biggest concern, Society members have lost faith and trust in their interest and ability to

act responsibly to minimize the risks, mitigate the liability and protect the reputation of the Society; they will

not pri,oritiz" ih. d"lirr"ry of care services, or ensure that care is consistently and regularly provided to meet

the care needs of LMp residents. The Board leaders need to invite inclusivity, listen to and be receptive of

feedback, require the operations leaders to resolve concerns/issues about the wellness, proper care and safety

rf residents, and take dlfinitive steps to serve the best interest of residents. By not providing such leadership

.: address the Family Council reports or requiring the operations leaders to resolve the concerns/issues, both

of these leaders have put every member of the Board at risks. Board members are jointly and severally

responsible. They have also 
"*por. 

the Society to higher liabilities, and possibly censure by healthcare and

,"gulutory authorities. Society members simply needed to have more responsible Board leaders'

(57) The second resolution was to have a more balanced Board to serve the interest of its customers - the

residents and tenants of its facilities. After about ayear and a half of not acting on the Family Council

reports, it was obvious that no Board member has been willing to stand up for the interests of family
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members and residents, to address and resolve members' concerns related to ensuring the wellness, proper
care and safety of residents. The Family Council had requested for standing on the Board and/or the Board's

QIRM Committee since April2018, so that the Board can have a more balanced view of its operations. The
Board representatives (Bob Breen) who attended the 4 leadership meetings with the Family Council was only
intent on limiting the role of the Family Council and its advocacy efforts. Ginger Brown, the QIRM Chair
who also attended the 4 leadership meetings with the Family Council showed she did not really understand
that the concerns/issues raised in the FC Reports were long-standing "global" issues that are still current
issues/problems. Allotting a few Board seats to nominated representatives of each Society's facilities, etc.,
would provide the needed representation and balance to the Board. Both resolutions were voted down at the
EGM Nov 15,2079. Votes from the "ne\try'" members that the Board approved on the day of the EGM may
have made a difference in the outcome.

(58) Two members of the Family Council were also residents at Little Mountain Court (LMC), the Society's
senior housing facility. They expressed interest in re-starting up the Resident Council (RC) at LMC to

1'r ovide a forum for LMC residents to positively influence and improve their quality of life. When asked, the
LMC Building Manager initially allowed the residents to meet at one of the common meeting rooms at LMC
for this purpose. A few weeks later, when the residents started putting up meeting announcenients on LMC
bulletin boards to invite residents to the meeting, the LMC Building marlager removed the information sheets
(a couple of times), after he had been told that the "management" had not allowed the meeting to take place.

The LMC residents were also told that any one who attend the meeting to organize the RC would be evicted.

This made the vulnerable residents fearful. The residents sent an appeal to the Office of Seniors Advocate
(OSA) for intervention. { Exhibit #44: 2019-09-29-LMCTenants-OSA.pdf } The residents did not hear

from the OSA. The Society ED subsequently held a meeting to listen to LMC residents only. The residents

did not set up the Resident Council. { Exhibit #45: 2019-10-0g-LMcMeetingjpg } The residents'
collective interest will not be realized without a RC that would provide a unified voice to improve the quality

of life for all residents. I believe the management just wanted to deal with individual resident's

concerns/issues, if a resident dared to speak up, instead of have to deal with a Resident Council.

(59) After receiving and reviewing the QIRM Committee Terms of Reference, { Exhibit #46: 2019-09-12-
OlRM-Terms-of-Ref.pdf ) I sent an email to the Board Chair and QIRM Committee members on Sep 16,

2019, suggesting some metrics to measure progress in their efforts to improve the quality of care services.

{ Exhibit #47: 201,9-09-16-EmailtoQlRM.pdf } Since the Board had agreed (at the Town Hall meeting on

Aug26,2019) to allow family members and residents to attend the first 15 minutes of Board meetings and

QIRM Committee meetings, to pose questions and/or to make a brief presentation, I sent an email to the

QIRM Committee Chair on Oct 8,2019. { Exhibit #48: 2019-10-08-EmailtoQlRM-Questions.pdf }

{ Exhibit #49: 2019-10-08-QuestionsforQlRM.pdf } It was sent two weeks before the meeting on Oct 23,

2079,as required, with a list of questions asking for clarifications about the QIRM Terms of Reference, and

asking for the venue and time of the meeting. Five days before the meeting, on Oct 1 8, 20 I 9, the QIRM
Chair advised me that I will not be able to attend (the first 15 minutes ofl the QIRM Committee meeting

because I am not a current tenant, resident or family member. { Exhibit #50 2019-10-20-

QuestionsforQlRM.pdf ) This was not in the spirit of the Board's commitment made at TownHall Meeting

on Aug 26,2019 to be more transparent.
Since a few family members had expressed interest in attending the QIRM meeting and/or to get answers to

the questions submitted, one family member sent an email to the QIRM committee asking that the answers to

ihe questions (submitted on Oct 8, 2Ol9) be included in the meeting minutes and/or shared with family

ir,embers in writing. { Exhibit #51: 2019-10-22-LMRCHS-QIRMx.pdf }
Answers to the questions would revealed what the QIRM Committee has done over the past} years, and will

be done in the future to fulfill its role and responsibility. It may answer why nothing has been done to
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address and fix the systemic issues and defects in the work approach, work processes, and service culture, to
resolve the family members' biggest concern once and for all. Members want to know what metrics are used
to gauge the progress of programs / efforts to resolve concerns about inadequate/inconsistent care services to
residents. Members want to know why the operations leader are not required (i.e. mandated by the Board) to
commit to ensure the wellness, safety and delivery of care services consistently and regularly, as a priority.
Another family member (JM) who followed-up and contacted the Executive Assistant to ask where and when
the QIRM meeting will be held, was told that she had to register to attend (the first l5 minutes) at least two
weeks prior to the meeting. Since she did not register to attend two weeks in advanced, she was not given
any information about the venue or time of the meeting. { Exhibit #52: 2019-10-24-QIRM.pdf } No
information on the time and venue of the QIRM Committee meeting was ever provided to family members.
Such barriers were placed to prevent and discourage family members from attending the meeting. Both of
the family members' interest in attending the QIRM Committee meeting and/or to get answers to the
questions by email were snubbed. No minutes of the QIRM meeting was released. No answers or
clarifications to the questions submitted were provided by the QIRM Committee. All this took place shortly
after the Town Hall meeting, when the Board assured members that they will be transparent. The AGM
2019 minutes stated that even though the Board had allotted time in the QIRM meeting for residents and
fanrily members to provide some feedback," ... there was not anyfamily member or residents in attendance.
No one brought any current issues forward to the QIRM Committee " implying that everything is fine.

.'.0) At the AGM 2019 (Sep 19,2019), the Board reiterated that the membership applications received
before the AGM, will be processed at the next scheduled Board meeting on November 19, 2019. Board
meetings are usually scheduled every two months. Hence, none of the 59 membership application forms
submitted before the AGM will be approved in time for the applicants to attend or vote at the next two
EGMs, scheduled on Sep 23,2019 and Nov 15,2019. However, according to the membership list i have
received/seen, the Board did accept 7 "new" members before the Sep 23,2019 EGM and 30 new members
on the day of the Nov 15, 2019 EGM.

(6 1) At the AGM 20 1 9 (Sep 19 , 2019 ), on behalf of the Family Council, I submitted a Petition to the Board
President, signed by Society members and residents. The Petition urge the Board and operations leaders to
commit to uphold the Society's Mission, Vision and Values, and ensure they fulfill their obligations to
provide proper care services to meet the care needs of all residents, in accordance to the BC Residents' Bill
of Rights, and ensure the wellness and safety of residents. I do not know of any follow-ups by the Board or
LMP operations leaders to this Petition, or that any definitive steps were taken to address this petition.

(62) After the AGM 2019 (on Sep 19, 2019) had adjourned,I had brief conversations with two Board
members (Ken Jue, a long-time Board member, and Aditya Sharma who is on the QIRM Committee). I was
dismayed to realize that they seem to be unaware of the existence of the Family Council reports (June 20,
2078, Jan2 &24,2019). Neither did they know much about the "global" issues/concerns raised in the
reports. The minutes of Board meeting had little if anything recorded about the Family Council reports
and/or about any discussions to address and resolve the family members' biggest concern.

(63) On Oct22,2019, the ED issued a notice that the Family Council is dissolved. VCH Licensing had
received a complaint from a family member, that ex-family members from the Family Council has been
disruptive at board meetings and in the day-to-day operations of LMP; that because family members of ex-
residents are members of the Family Council, family members of current residents are prevented from the
opportunity to participate in improving the facility and providing a voice for current concerns; that Family
Council members should be family members of current residents and/or legal representatives. And that is not
in compliance with the Residential Care Regulations (Sec 59). { Exhibit #53: 2019-10-22-
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EmailfromED.pdf ) { Exhibit #54 2019-10-22-YCHlicensingReport.pdf } These allegations are baseless.

There are legal opinions suggesting that the term Family in the Residential Care Regulation " ... should be

interpretedwidely. The regulations do recognize the possibility of other groups organizingfor the bene.fit of

the residenl." { "Who is FamilY ?"
https://wiki.clicklaw.bc.calindex.php/Starting_Points_for_Problem-Resolution-in-Residential-Care#What-i
s_the-l e gal-recluirement-for F ami ly. 2F-Re s i dent-C ounci l. 3 F )
The Family Council's Terms of Reference { Exhibit#7: LMP-FamilyCouncil-ToR.pdf } was initially

released to FC members, the Board and LMP Management on July 8, 2018. It specifically states that "...

fomily andfriends of residents who have departedfrom Little Mountain Place are welcome to continue their

purticipation and support of the LMP Family Council..." This was done primarily to retain the continued

contributions and values of "alumni" family members for the benefits of other and new family members, and

to minimize the attrition of their knowledge, experience and talents to assist and supporl family members of

current and new residents. The final version (approved Oct 2018) bestowed these "alumni" family members

their eligibility to vote on residential care matters.

(6a) The ED declaring the dissolution of the Family Council was just an attempt to find a legal technicality

to stifle and suppress/silence the Family Council from advocating for all residents. The Board and ED

believed they have the right to dissolve an independent entity. The Board or ED did not respond to the

Family council response to the ED notice. { Exhibit #55: 2019-10-25-EmailtoED.pdf } { Exliibit #56:

20 19 - | 0 -26-EmailResptoED.Pdf )

(65) A ,,new" Family Council was set up / recognizedby the ED. It was led by three FC members who had

been hosting/participating in the FC meetings with the ED since July, 2019. They have not been outspoken

:nd were *illing to just maintain the channel of communication opened with the ED by simply addressing

r--.consequential and incidental concerns raised by family members, e.g. television programs and movie

lights, need for more Chinese speaking staff, more consistent volunteer involvement, challenges of staff

tuinovers, improving communications, transferring residents to/from dining room, information on dementia

behaviors, cup size and frequency of hydrating residents, volunteer training, upcoming events, Christmas

party, volunteer appreciation, TV programming, device purchases, etc. Even though the leaders of the "nevy'"
^Family 

Council naa Ueen waiting patiently for the systemic issues to be resolved for more than a year, they

were willing to give the ED more time and a chance for the ED to eventually get to address and resolve the

systemic p-Ut"*r and defects in the work approach and processes, and the service culture, to benefit all

residents.

(fi6) The ED's notice that the FC was dissolved was issued in time to stop the Family Council from holding

the FC meeting scheduled on Oct 27,2019, or any subsequent regular monthly meetings. Shortly afterwards,

on Oct 24,21lg,access to the Family Council email address was revoked. The FC leader (GK) who has

been hosting the FC meetings with the ED since June 2019 expressed concerns. { Exhibit #57: 2019-10-25-

EmailtoGKS.pdf ) At the FC meeting on Oct 27,2019, information was provided to address the FC

n embers' concern about the ED's notice. { Exhibit #58:2019-10-27-FcMtgMins.pdf }

(67) At the monthly Family Council meetings on July 24,2019 and Aug 28,2079 with the Executive

Director (ED), there was at least one FC member attending who did not have a loved one residing at LMP.

At the Family Council meeting with the ED on Oct 15, 20l9,two (other) FC members, family members of

ex-residents at LMp, also came to the meeting venue to listen to the featured guest, Terry Cr'rmmings, the

LMp dietician. Before the meeting started, the ED found out that these two FC members was also waiting at

the meeting venue. The ED knew these two FC members. The ED refused to come to the venue to start the

meetins and threatened to cancel the meeting unless these two FC members leave. The ED maintained that
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because they were no longer family members of current residents at LMP, they should not be attending the

FC meeting with the ED. The two FC members had to leave the venue, so that the meeting can proceed for

the benefit of the remaining FC members.
The ED discriminated against these two FC members who came to the meeting venue on Oct 15, 2019. At

two previous FC meetings with her on July 24 and Aug 28, 2019, the ED did not demand that the FC

member(s) who did not have a loved one residing at LMP, had to leave the meetings.

(68) On Sep 8, 20lg,I had a discussion with the Board President (Steve Hui). I had asked why some of the

changes to the Constitution and Bylaws (in the resolutions for the EGM on Sep 23,2019) were required to

get funding from BC Housing, and I asked that communications/documents from BC Housing be provided to

support the need for some of the changes. { Exhibit #59:2019-09-23-LMRCHS-EGM.pdf } I sent an email

to him on Sep 20, 20lg , with a list of questions about the Special Resolutions for the EGM of Sep 23 , 2019 .

{ Exhibit #60: 2019-09-23-QuestionsforEGM.pdf }

(69) At the Sep 23,2019 EGM, when I pressed for an answer as to whether all the changes to the bylaws in

the special resolution were required by BC Housing, the Society's lawyer (Michael Blatchford) finally

admitted that some of the changes to the by-laws are "house-keeping" in nature; i.e. they were not required

by BC Housing. The Board had misrepresented the facts. When I asked the Board to release documentation,

emails, etc., from BC Housing specifying what/which changes are really required by BC Housing, the Board

refused. This puts into question the Board's transparency, integrity and ulterior motives. Consequently,

members lost confidence and trust in the Board and voted to reject the special resolutions.

(70) At the Sep 23,2019 EGM and also at the June 4, 2020 EGM, I heard the Board President (Bob Breen)

inserting his comments more than once after a NO vote was made, during the roll-call to vote on the

resolutions. He reminded members of the consequences of a NO vote, alluding that they need to care more

about the residents. I know at least one member felt intimated and voted YES after hearing such comments

reprimanding a previous member who had voted NO. As well, after the special resolutions were defeated at

the Sep n,t0I9 EGM, the Board President (Bob Breen) and a couple of other Board and ex-Board members

(including Vanessa Barron, while sobbing) spoke up, trying to provoke the ire and emotions of Society

,ne-bers, by reprimanding and insinuating that those members who voted NO to the special resolution had

blocked these motions to prevent the Society from getting funds from BC Housing, because they did not care

about the residents in its housing facility. A suggestion was also made to have the names of those who voted

NO posted for the facilities' residents and their family members to see, so that they will know who had voted

NO. Some members who had voted NO are upstanding and well known members of the community, and

besides fearing for their reputation to be tarnished, such intimidation only lowered their respect and trust in

the Society's Board. Thereafter, the Board and Executive Director continued the narrative that those Society

members who did not vote to pass those special resolutions did not care enough about the safety of the

residents, blaming them for not getting funding/grants from BC Housing, and that they were hindering the

work of the Socieiy and were disruptive at the meeting, just like what was stated in the Respondent's ADR

statements. 1 exhibit #6I:20I9-l 1-14-FamilyForumMinutes.pdf ) Audio/video records of those general

meetings would show that members were respectful, spoke calmly, and were never disruptive at the meeting.

(71) A second EGM was called on June 4,2020 for members to vote on the special resolutiotls to change the

donstitution and bylaws, to qualify for funding from BC Housing. Again, the Board included some of those

changes that were not required by BC Housing in the special resolution, those previously deemed as
.,houiekeeping,'in nature. No supporting information from BC Housing, e.g. written instructions, stated

requirements ior changes, etc. were provided. The resolution to change the by-laws was defeated (again) at

the June 4,2020 EGlvtprimarily because the Board had (again) misrepresented that all the changes were
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required by BC Housing. The Board lost the trust of its members'

(72) TheBoard president (Bob Breen) issued a letter to Society on Nov 4,2019, explaining why the Board

,,its dissolved the Family Council . .. " becaLtse there were members of the Family Council who were not

current family members or legal representatives of our cunent residents." { Exhibit #62: 2019-1 I -04-

BoardChairletter.pdf ) According to VCH Licensing, that was in contravention to "Sec 59 of the Residential

Care Regulations". I know of Family Councils in the BC province that have members who are not current

family members in senior care facilities which had not been dissolved for this reason. The Board's

dissolution of the FC was just another act by the Board to silence the Family Council. The ED can then

recognize a "new" Family Council comprising members who are not as outspoken. I know that there was at

least one member of the "new" Family Council who had attended (the new) Family Council meetings who

was also NOT a current family member or legal representative of a current resident at LMP. Yet, the Board

or ED did not dissolve the "new" Family Council. At the AGM 2020, the ED admitted knowing this, but she

maintained that she would not attend meetings with the Family Council if such FC members attended.

(73) I attended the Nov 15,2019 EGM at LMP. After I signed in to attend the meeting, I witnessed a

member Gordon yeung (GY) standing near the meeting registration desk. He questioned the Executive

Assistant while the Executive Director was standing by the registration desk, why a person who had just

signed in (and have already walked in and mingled with the other attendees), had to have his name manually

h.andwritten in, to the end of the pre-printed official membership list. The Executive Assistant or Executive

Director did not answer that question. At the start of the meeting, when GY asked the same question, I heard

the response from the Board President attesting that the person in question was accepted as a member earlier

that day at a Board meeting before the EGM. Only the Board can validate this by producing as evidence, the

meeting registration record (pre-printed list of Society members) and/or the voting log.

(74) Before the Nov 15,20Ig EGM started, while members were still arriving and registerir-rg to attend the

meeting, after I had signed in and I was saying hello to some other members around the back half of the

meeting room, I noticed a tall Caucasian man. I have not seen or met this person before at LMP, at FC

meetings, or at previous Society meetings. Nevertheless, I approached and greeted him casually. In my very

brief conversation to just say hello to him, when I asked him what brings him to this meeting, he indicated

that he knows the lawyer (Michael Blatchford) who at that time, was near the head table at the front of the

meeting arca. Atthat time, I did not know his name. He was the person that another Society member

(Gordon yeung) had identihed when he questioned the Executive Assistant at the registration desk' and

igain at the staiiof the EGM, when he asked the Board President about why this person's name had been

,r.lanually handwritten (added on) to the membership list when he registered to attend the meeting. At the

end of the meeting, I saw the lawyer (Michael Blatchford) walked to the middle-back part of the room to

greet and thankedlhis person along with two or three others (whom I do not know) around him, for attending

lhe meeting. It was oniy afte, the meeting that I found out that this gentleman's name was Kevin Landry. He

was listed at the end of itre membership list received on October 3,2019. The EGM registration log/records

that the Society keeps will confirm this'

(75) The Society membership list received on Oct 3,2019 even had a "ne\i/" Society member (Dave Landry)

with a contact email address that belonged to a (new) Board members (Ann Leckie). { Exhibit #63:2019-

1 0-03 -LMRCHSMembers.Pdf )

(76) At the Nov l5,20|g EGM, during the discussion period of the first resolution to be voted upon' a

Society member (VI. Miller) responded to my comments and said " ... you should go through the process "

when I have concerns. { Exhibit #64:2020-09-15-Annual report 2020.pdf, Minutes of EGM Nov 15,
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Z0l9 ) This member obviously did not know what I and other family members have gone through over the

past two years. She may not have read the FC Reports. She probably didn't know what "process" I went

i6rough in trying to resolve the concerns and issues that I had about my Dad's inadequate, inconsistent and

non-regular care services. She did not know that after many months of communications, coaching,

reminding care team members, I had gone through the formal in-house Complaint process that took 3

months; then, it took 2 more months with the PCQO; and then about ayear through the PCQ Review Board,

ancl my sharing the information with VCH Licensing and the Ministry of Health, all to no avail. She did not

know ihut.y bad passed away before the the process was completed. Such Society members who were

r:cruited by the Board and ED (e.g. family members and friends of Board members, ED, etc.) are willing to

support the Board without really knowing what is happening to residents and what concerns and issues

family members have had to deal with over the past year or so'

(77) Shortly after the EGM on Nov 15,20lg,the Board officially announced that they will stop accepting

new membership applications until they complete a membership application review process. Almost 10

months later, the Board had still refused to accept any membership application. { Exhibit #65:2020-09-14-

screen Shot at 12.12.02AM ) { Exhibit#66:2019-11-19-NotAcceptingMembershipAppl }

(78) I had submitted my membership applications prior to the AGM 2020, to renew my membership. in

accordance to the Society's bylaws. My membership application was submitted along with many other

Society members, by a fellow Society member (NC). My membership renewal was submitted before the

AGM, and should bL subjected to the current bylaw for membership renewal. Hence, I believe the Board

should comply with the bylaw to accept my membership renewal. I have not received any confirmation that

my membership has been renewed.

('/9) On the late afternoon of Saturday, Nov 23,2079, an email was sent to me by .Tulie Menten, a lawyer at

Rop", Greyell LLp on behalf of the Society. { Exhibit #67:2019-11-23-EmailCease&Desist.pdf } { Exhibit

#6g:2019-11-23-LT-LawrencePang(CeaseandDesist).pdf ) The email contains a cease and desist Demand

letter, alleging that I was " .... disruptive at Board meetings and in the day-to-day operations of the

Residence,,. I consider that order as a retaliation directed at me by the Board after the EGM (on Nov 15,

2019). Audio/video records of that meeting will show that these allegations are baseless. A similar letter

had previously been sent to the Co-Chair of the Family Council. The letter was sent to me on that date to

stopihe scheduled Family Council meeting on Sunday, Nov 24,2019 from taking place. The Demand order

banned me from being o.t lHAp premises, from attending any FC meeting, from speaking to family members

and residents at LMp. I was threatened with legal proceedings against me if I do not comply' I had to send

an email to FC members on Sunday morning, to cancel the FC meeting that day. { Exhibit #69 2019-11-24-

FCMtg.pdf ) Later that Sunday afternoon Q.Jov 24, 2019), a FC member who went to the FC meeting venue

because she did not see 
-y 

.-uil on time, contacted me to ask me why I didn't go and why there was no FC

meeting. She was also surprised to see the ED wandering around that meeting venue area shortly before the

FC meeting was about to start, to see who was there for the FC meeting. Such behavior by the ED reflects

i^ow determined the Board and ED was, even for her to show up at LMP on a Sunday, to make sure there

was no Family Council meeting. I had decided to comply with the Demand order because I was afraid that

the Board and the ED may be vindictive enough to keep me tangled in frivolous law suits for an extended

period. I choose not to spend the time, financial or legal resources to challenge the Demand order because

the Board/ED have access to the Society's funds and resources. As well, I did not want to risk the efforls of

other FC members who are continuing to maintain a dialogue with the ED, even if they were just going to

address inconsequential and incidental concerns raised by certain family members. There was still hope that

when they give the ED more time, there may be a chance the ED will eventually address the systemic issues

and defects in the work approach and work processes, so that all residents will get the care services they need
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regularly and consistently. That has never happened. The ED resigned in March 2021 amidst the Covid-19
pandemic debacle at LMP.

(80) At subsequent FC meetings of the "ne\tr/" Family Council, at least one FC member, who was a family
member of an ex-resident of LMP continued to participate in meetings with the "new" Family Council,
including FC meetings held using Zoom after February 2020. The ED did not dissolve that "new" Family
Council, as she had previously (Oct 22,2019) after receiving the report from the Licensing office that this
was in violation of the Residential Care Regulations (Sec 59). This inconsistent ED's behavior reflects her

bias and bullying of those FC members who were advocating for the benefit of all residents.

(81) The ED had never made any commitments, addressed or took definitive steps to resolve the systemic
issnes and concerns outlined in the FC Reports to the Management and Board since June 20,2018. The
Board had never required the ED to do so, after they had successfully silenced those FC leaders who tried to
rtvocate for ALL residents at LMP. Meanwhile, the residents at LMP continue to take the brunt of these

rielays. The loved ones of the "new" FC leaders residing at LMP passed away while the leaders were still

waiting for the ED to decide to take definitive actions to resolve the systemic problems and defects, to

deliver care services regularly and consistently to all residents. The status quo has been maintained.

(82) The EGM, previously scheduled for March 12,2020 was postponed due to concerns about the Covid-

19 pandemic. It was subsequently rescheduled to be held by Zoom video-conferencing on June 4,2020.

Information from the Board President (Bob Breen) was issue by email on May 22,2020 to remind members

of the EGM on June 4,2020. The instructions for participating in this "virtual" Zoom meeting introduced

several new and additional requirements for members to qualifu to participate and vote in the meeting.

{ Exhibit #70 2020-05-05-EcMNotice-June4 ,2}2}Package.pdf } { Exhibit #71:2020-05-22-

EGMReminder.pdf ) On May 29,2020,I sent an email to confirm my attendance. I expressed concern that

such additional requirements are discriminating and restrictive, and questioned the need for them, as they

only serve to deny membership rights to those who do not or cannot meet these new criteria/requirements to

participate in the EGM. My email was ignored. The questions were not addressed/answered during the

FGM. { Exhibit #12: 2020-05-29-Email-EGM.pdf }

(83) The new requirements and qualification criteria to participate and vote at the EGM (June 4, 2020)

meant that if a member does not have a unique email address, did not notify the Executive Assistant (Barbara

Stafford) in advance; did not have a individual computer, tablet or smart phone with a camera, microphone

and speaker to connect to the internet; or, did not have the language proficiency or technical capabilities

necessary to use Zoom,they will not be able to participate or vote at the EGM. The reason provided for

imposing the new/additional requirements and qualification criteria was ". .. because of security and

coordination that is required to hold such a meeting..." . These new requirements and qualification criteria

simply restricted/denied membership rights to members, especially seniors who are not technically equipped

or are able to use computers in those ways.

(84) Those new/additional requirements and qualification criteria were really never necessary. In any

previous Society meetings held, after the notice of the meeting was sent (by email or postal service)

announcing the time and venue to members, there was no requirement for members to advise the Executive

\ssistant in advanced of the meeting date, of the members' intention to attend - the member simply shows

:rp at the venue for the meeting. Other than limiting those who were seniors and likely family members,

there was no need for having a unique email address to qualify to attend or to vote; also, there is no reason

why a shared email address cannot be used. Other than the likelihood of intentional barriers to certain

Society members, there was no need to have a unique individual device to be used on Zoom, to be able to
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vote; and there is no reason why a shared device cannot be used to participate and vote.

Like at any Society meetings, the sign-in (registration) process required the member to show a photo

identification and have the identity verified against a membership list prior to being allowed to attend,
participate and vote. This same process was conducted by the Executive Assistant using Zoom. Members

who connected to Zoomgo through the same identity validation process in registering. Each member is

asked to show a photo id; their name is verified against the membership list; and the member is then allowed

into the "Zoommeeting room".
It would have been sufficient for the EGM notice to just provide the EGM date and venue - the Zoom

meeting number and password. None of the new/additional requirements and qualification criteria were

necessary, e.g. providing advanced notice, having a unique personal email address, having to RSVP; having

and using a unique computer device, having the necessary technical capabilities to use Zoom. With any

electronic device, unique or shared, a member just have to connect to Zoom on the date/tirne of the meeting,

show their photo identification to register, and be allowed to enter the Zoom meeting room. A member

without a computer/device and/or technical abilities can simply join another member who does.

Since the voting is done based on a roll-call, only members who have been allowed into the "Zoom meeting

room" will be called upon to vote. Anyone who are not members will never be allowed to enter the Zoom

meeting room. Any non-member sharing a device with a member will not be included in the roll-call to vote.

These new/additional requirements and qualification criteria were simply imposed to restrict participation

;rd to deny certain group/class of members of their rights to parlicipate and vote at the EGM. The Board

puts these additional conditions/criteria which limit the membership rights of members, particularly those

who are family members that they do not know; those who are seniors; those who are not technically

capable; those who are language challenged; those the Board claims as having no "... real connection to the

Society"; and, those who do not have access to or are equipped with the technology, €.9. ? ttnique personal

email address, access to the use of an individual computer.

(85) At the June 4,2020 EGM, while some members who were sharing the same computer were not allowed

to vote, as per the rules imposed by the Board, I noticed two persons, an elderly Caucasian lady and a dark

skinned gentleman, who were known by the Board, were each allowed to vote while sharing a single

computer screen in the Zoom session. This can be verified by reviewing the video recorded by and the

voting records from the Executive Assistant.

(36) At the AGM 2020,I asked the Board President (Bob Breen) chairing the AGM (on Zoom) why little

was recorded in the Minutes of the EGMs of Sep 23,2019 and June 4,2020 { Exhibit #73:2020-09-15-

^^nnual report 2020 \ of the discussions and questions asked, to balance the Board's perspectives noted in the

nfnutes. For instance, the admission by the Society lawyer (Michael Blatchford) that not all the changes to

the bylaws were required by BC Housing to get funding, and the Board's refusal to provide copies of

documentation (e.g. emails, instructions) from BC Housing identifliing specifically what bylaw changes are

required to qualify for funding. The Board President responded curtly and scornfully with disdain, that I

have already achieved what I wanted (i.e. in voting down the resolution), that I have blocked the Society

from receiving funding from BC Housing, was that not enough, and why would it matter to document them.

(S7) At the AGM 2020, after the motion to approve the minutes of the meeting (in the AGM 2020 Annual

Report) was seconded, I suggested that the Board should release the meeting material sooner, so that

members have enough time to review the Minutes prior to the meeting. An email from the Executive

Assistant on Sep g,2020 stated that the meeting material will be issue by Sep l1 ,2020. { Exhibit #74:

2020-0g-09-EmailtoBS-AGM.pdf ) The Board Chair subsequent notified members that it will be issued on

the morning of the AGM (Sep 15, 2020). { Exhibit #75 2020-09-15-EmailfromBdCh-AGM.pdf }
However, the meeting material (AGM Annual Reporl - 60 pages) was only issued (by email) at2:08 pm on
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Sep 15, 2020,hours before the meeting started. { Exhibit #76:2020-09-1s-AcMMaterial.pdf } I did not

have time to review the 4 Minutes (19 pages) of the General Meetings or the financial statement before they

were voted to be approved. At past meetings, I had asked for the Board to issue meeting material /

documents at least a few days before the meeting. Another long-time society member (KH) also spoke up to

confirm that members had previously asked that the meeting material, including minutes of meetings,

financial statements, be released a few days before the meeting, so that members have time to review them

betbre they are approved. The Board Chair hurriedly terminated the discussion shortly after these remarks

'r,ere 
made and asked for a motion to vote on the approval of the Minutes and subsequently, on the financial

statements. Members do not have an opportunity to review the Minutes and financial statements before they

were approved. Any questions by members seemed to be considered by the Board President as being a

hinderance and disruptive at meetings and the day-to-day operations of the Society.

(gS) On Dec 9, Z020,the Board advised Society members of a new membership application form and the

i"ui.* process that included an interview with the applicant prior to accepting or rejecting their membership

applicaiion. { Exhibit #i7:2020-12-09-EmailMembershipRenewal.pdf } { Exhibit #88: 2020-12-09-

MembershipAppRenewal.pdf ) { Exhibit #89:2020-12-09-MembershipAppForm2020-2021.pdf } The new

process t.q"ir.r each person to submit their membership application and fee individually. I had not received

Lonfirmation of my membership renewal, after my membership renewal form was submitted before the

AGM 2020. As instructed, I mailed my membership renewal application and a personal check for the

membership fee. On the membership application form, I asked for an interview time after 8:30 pm. I also

noted on the form that I will be willing to answer the interviewer's questions by email. I received an email

acknowledging receipt of my membership application. It asks that I book an interview time on their (on-

line) calendar between 6 pm - 7:30 pm. Things are at a standstill. I had followed the current Society's

;,;,laws for membership rlnewal when I submitted by membership application before the AGM 2020' { Sec.

2.7 - Renewal and Reapplication of Membership ) With the Board halting acceptance of membership

applications, and then changing the memberships application/review/approval process while there were very

few or no members, they could have convened to change the bylaws without anyone else knowing.

(g9) Having had such an experience with the Society and LMP, I am disappointed to realize that there exists

an organizition, with leaders that are in the business of caring for seniors that do not put the interest,

wellness, safety and care of their customers/residents first. They act and behave as though they:

(a) do not want a Family Council to advocate or assist other family members and residents to ensure their

wellness, proper care and safetY;
(b) do not want to know or hear about "global" defects and deficiencies in their work approach, processes

and service culture, so they can address and resolve it;

(c) after becoming informed that there are deficiencies and defects in their system, they will take steps to

disparage and dismiss such feedback, instead of stepping up to verify/validate and address thern;

(d) do not want to consider solution strategies and implementation approaches suggested to fix the defects

^rce and for all, for the benefit of all its residents;
(e) have euality Improvement people that would prefer not to hear about or work on solution strategies,

to implement better pro".rr.r, toois and oversight routines to assure and ensure that care tasks are completed

succeisfully to meefthe care needs of each senior, to achieve operational integrity; when knowing that just

having policies, procedures and standards in place does not mean that they will be followed;

(0 wiff continue to come up with reasons/excuses to not do much about their systemic deficiencies,

prefening to put the blame on other entities and factors that are beyond their control, believing that doing so

is sufficient to justifu their inactions;
(g) will pr.i.. to continue to maintain the status quo, hoping that the concerns and issues (problems) will

eveniually be forgotten when conscientious and outspoken family members "go away" after their loved ones
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leave the senior care facility;
(h) will continue to operate in this sector (of the industry) in ways that border on being unethical,

uncaring and/or irresponsible, while not willing to take steps to improve since no one (e.g. government,
healthcare authorities, licensing and regulatory bodies, industry associations) will hold them accountable.

(90) I believe the Society Board, led by the Board President (Bob Breen) needs to operate and conduct the
affairs ofthe Society with full integrity and transparency, giving top priority to enabling and ensuring the
proper care of their residents, their wellness and safety. Without fulfilling such a priority, other things do not
matter as much. The Board needs to be inclusive of members. The Board can leverage the skills and
experience of conscientious members who have no other motives but to ensure the Society's ongoing
operational success, protect its reputation and safeguard the Society from risks and increased liabilities.
They need to have a balanced view ofreality, and not continue to disparage and dismiss members' feedback,
cr continue its culture of bias and discrimination towards members, particularly those who are Family
i^ouncil members, family members and caring friends of residents.
The Board's culture confounds me. With the support of the Society lawyer(s), the Board has used its
interpretation ofthe Society bylaws, Societies Act and Residential Care Regulations, to justify their IQB as
being necessary to carry out their fiduciary duty. Even when they have repeatedly been assured that
members stand ready to assist and suppoft them, they consider members' efforts, participation in meetings,
and advocacy for all residents as being disruptive and a hinderance to the Society's purposes, aims and
objects.
With such attitudes, the evidence has shown that the Board has acted to:
- deny members their rights to be heard, to vote and to parlicipate in general meetings;
- ignore their obligations and legal duty to ensure the wellness, proper care and safety of the residents, in
accordance with the BC Residents Bill of Rights;
- manipulate the membership list used at Society meetings;
- not adequately oversee the management of its operations, considering that as meddling in its operations;
- disparage and dismiss members' feedback and efforts to urge the Board to require operations leaders to fix
the systemic defects in the work approach, processes and service culture of its operation;

;uppress and silence the Family Council by declaring the dissolution ofan independent entity;
- gag the Family Council's Chair and Co-Chair with threats of legal proceedings if they attend FC meetings
or talk to FC members, family members or residents;
- institute Board nomination and membership approval procedures that will permit them sole discretion to
select whomever they wish;
- act with impunity because they are just volunteers, and because no member or authority (e.g. healthcare,
licensing, PCQO, PCQ Board, Ministry of Health, Seniors Advocate) has or can hold them accountable.
I believe the Board has violated certain sections ofthe Society bylaws and the spirit ofthe Societies Act.

Declared before me in Blaine, the State of Washington, USA by
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